[P. 27, EX. 1]

!G"h; %AtB.
%AtB.
%AtB., “in the midst of,” consists of
• the preposition B., “in”
• the noun %w<T,'ñ “midst, middle”
GRAMMAR

%AtB.

is a compound preposition.

This term refers to

prepositions which are formed by the joining of:
(a)

one or more prepositions to a noun; e.g.,

rb;D>-l[;

(

rb'D' + l[; )

on account of
(lit., concerning the matter of)

ynEp.Limi

(

ynEP. + l. + !mi )

from
(lit., from to the face of)
(b)

two prepositions; e.g.,

taeme

(

tae + !mi )

from
(lit., from with)

MORPHOLOGY

Why does

%w<Tñ' become %AT when B. is prefixed to it?

In Hebrew, a preposition and its object are considered to be
one accentual unit; taken together, they have only one
primary accent, which falls on the object.

Consider the

following prepositional phrases, each of which has one
primary accent:

yTiñv.ai rb;D>-l[;

on account of my wife
(Gen 20:11)

h[oñr>p; ynEp.li

before Pharaoh
(Exod 4:21)

ry[iñh' %AtB.

in the midst of the city
(Gen 18:24)

When a noun (e.g.,

rb'D,' ~ynIP', %w<T)ñ'

becomes part of a

compound preposition, the noun loses its primary accent.
Sometimes this causes the noun’s vowels to shorten or
reduce (e.g.,

rb;D>, ynEP,. %AT).
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When a word containing

A.

w<Ø'ñ loses its accent, the w<Ø'ñ becomes

E.g.,

tw<m'ñ
!w<añ'
%w<Tñ'

tAm
!Aa
%AT

→
→
→

!G"h;
!G"h; consists of
·h;)

• the definite article (
• the noun

!G:, “garden”

GRAMMAR

!G"h;

is the object of the preposition in the prepositional

phrase

!G"h; %AtB..

MORPHOLOGY

The Daghesh in the Gimel of

!G:

is a Lene when the word

stands by itself and is not preceded by a vowel.

(When

Gimel [or any other begadkephat letter] is preceded by a
vowel, however, it does not take Daghesh Lene; cf., e.g.,

~yhil{a/h' !g:B. in Ezek 31:9, where the Gimel is preceded by a
Vocal Shewa.) The Daghesh in the Gimel of !G"h; is not
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Daghesh Lene, however; rather, it is the Daghesh Forte of
the article.

MORPHOLOGY

Why does the Pathach of

!G:

change to Qamets when the

definite article is prefixed? That is, why does

·h; + !G: → !G"h?;

!G: is one of several nouns which undergo a vowel change in
their first syllable when the definite article is prefixed to
them. Other examples are the following:

#r,a, + ·h;
rh; + ·h;
~[; + ·h;

→
→
→

#r,a'h'
rh'h'
~['h'

The vowel changes here are not predictable and must
therefore be memorized.

Final Translation
in the midst of the garden
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